
Welcome to the Clubdorf in See near Ischgl!

Breath in the fresh mountain air, take in the fantastic scenery and enjoy the wind in your face when 
exploring the area on two wheels.

THESE ARE OUR SUGGESTIONS FOR TOURS IN THE AREA:

ClubDorf

Gruppe:
moderne, edle Logos
- hochwertige Gestaltung
- hohe Kundenerwartung
- Qualität
- professionell
- frisch

- Favorit: oben
(Idee Verbung mehrerer 
unterschiedlicher Häuser)
Edelweiss = Berge
Häuser symbolisieren Verbund
stilisierte Berge / Alpen

SEE – ISCHGL

PANORAMA TOUR VIA ST. ANTON, ZÜRS AND BLUDENZ
Distance: 216 kilometres, takes about three and a half hours

In See you get onto the Silvretta Straße to Pians, from where you continue to St. An-
ton and the Arlbergpass. Once you have passed St. Christoph, keep right and drive 
through the Flexengalerie towards Zürs, Lech and Warth. The next stage is the ascent 
on the B200 to the Hochtannbergpass. Passing idyllic places like Damüls, Sonntag and 
Thüringen you eventually get to Bludenz, home of the Milka chocolate factory, and the 
neighbouring Montafon. The B188 takes you back home to See. Take your Silvretta 
Card with you to save toll on the Silvretta Hochalpenstraße.

ÖTZTAL VALLEY, SÖLDEN, TIMMELSJOCH, MERAN (I), RESCHENPASS
Distance: 320 kilometres, takes about five and a half hours

From See via Landeck you continue on the B171 via Imst to Sölden at the end of the 
Ötztal valley. After Hochgurgl you cross the Timmelsjoch on its pass on 2,474 metres ta-
king you to the picturesque vineyards of Meran in Italy. The way back leads past Glurns, 
the smallest town in South Tirol with a medieval town wall. Stop at the Reschen lake to 
find out about the history of the area and the lake‘s church tower before you cross the 
Reschenpass on your way home to See.

HAHNTENNJOCH, ALLGÄU, ZUGSPITZ ARENA, SEEFELD, MIEMINGER PLATEAU
Distance: 300 kilometres, takes about five and a half hours

From See via Landeck and Imst you continue to the Panorama pass Hahntennjoch and 
into the Lechtal valley. Before you get to Tannheim, take the L261 to Meilingen (D) and 
then the B310 to the lake Weißensee. After a short distance on the A7 you come back 
to Tirol via the Fernpass. You reach the Zugspitz Arena by going via Heiterwang and 
Lermoos. The route via Garmisch-Partenkirchen (D) and Mittenwald takes you through 
the Leutascher Geisterklamm, in German „ghost flume“, passing Seefeld and along the 
B189 to the Mieminger Sonnenplateau. From there you return via Tarrenz and Imst to 
See.
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F.: +43 (0)5441 / 86 33 48, email: info@clubdorf.at, for more info visit: www.clubdorf.at or follow: www.facebook.com/clubdorf
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